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ABSTRACT. We show that, if G is a connected semisimple Lie group with 

finite center, then LP(G) * L2(G) C L2(G) if 1 < p < 2. 

The theorem announced in the abstract was proved by R. A. Kunze and 
E. M. Stein [4] for the case when G is SL(2, R). Various authors have extended 
to various other groups G, but the methods used have been quite technical and 
hard to generalise. The difficulty is the expression of the analytic continuation 
of the principal series as uniformly bounded representations on a Hubert space. 
We avoid this difficulty by treating isometric representations on mixed Lp-spaces. 
Here is an outline of our method. We suppose that G has real rank r. 

Let NMAN be a Bruhat decomposition of G, and ax, . . . , ar the associated 
simple positive roots. We denote by Nj the subgroup of N whose Lie algebra is 
the sum of the root spaces $ft_a, where 

a = HijCfy + mj_10Lj__1 + • • • + mxal9 

with mj > 0. By p;- we denote the element of the dual of the Lie algebra of A, 
defined by the rule 

p.(ar) = - H t r [ a d ( ^ ] > 

and by p the sum of the p;.. The group Nhas a decomposition N = Nr • • • Nt. 
Almost all elements of G have a Bruhat decomposition: we write 

g = N(g}M(g)A(g)N(g). 

The unitary class-one principal series can be realised on L2(N) by the 
formula 

MO*] 00 = exp[-(p + zlPl + • • • + zfr)\ogA(g-ln)]ffi(g-ln))9 

where z is a purely imaginary r-tuple. Allowing z to be complex in the above 
formula, we obtain one "analytic continuation of the principal series" (see Stein 
[5]). Let LP(N) be the space of functions on N such that the norm || ||p: 

" * - [ ƒ „ * , - [ƒ», *,** • • •«• / ' ] '""" • • • ] •"" . 
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is finite. Then we have the following theorem: 

THEOREM 1. Suppose that Pj Re(z;.) = 2 - p;.. Then the representation 
nz acts isometrically on LP(N). 

According to C. S. Herz [3], to prove the convolution theorem (LP(G) * 
L2(G) CL2(G)) it suffices to show that, for £ and r\ in L2(N), the function 
S H* ^o(g^9 V> belongs to LP (G), or, equivalently, that 

l<ff0(")$, ^ < CI|Mllp, u GL1 n LP(G). 

We fix ? and 17 in L2(N) of norm one. For z in the tube T of r-tuples with 
|Re(zy)| < 1, we define £2 by the formulae: 

i,(n) = mflifio where
 5 I 0 O = I«(H)I*1, 

1 
and if/ > 1, 

MB- [/^/•'• J * , ^ ^ • • • » i ) i a ] ( , / - / - l ) / a ; 
r\z is defined similarly, but rj replaces £ and - z . replaces z,. With these defini
tions, £2 has norm one in LP(N) and T?Z has norm one in the conjugate space. 
Thus, for u in Ll(G) and z in T we have the estimate 

(l) Kir,(iO*„ *?z>| < KOOUpIMp < IMIilK.llplhJIp = IMIi-

From the Flancherel formula for the class-one principal series (Harish-Chandra 
[1], [2] and G. Warner [6, Chapter 9]) we obtain the estimate 

(2) 
[h® wyrl<*ty<Mty V 2 ] 1 /2 

[fKrdy\C(yy H«ty(MHs\2]112 < »"»: 

for u in L1 n L2(G). From the known properties of the C-function, it follows 
that there are some nonzero linear functional H- on R** and a constant C such 
that fc 

1 

where <p(z) = z/2 - z. We now write Pz(u) instead of Orz(w)£z, T?2>, and our 
estimates (1) and (2) yield 

(3) \Pt(u)\<\\u\\l9 uGLl(G), 

We note that Pz(u) depends analytically on z, by the construction of TTZ9 £z, and 
r\z. The main theorem is proved by applying the following interpolation theorem, 
whose proof is a mild inductive variation of Kunze and Stein's Theorem 4 and 
Lemma 26. 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose that z h~-> Pz is a weak-star topology analytic map 

of T into L°°(G)9 and that the estimates (3) and (4) hold. Then, if I < p < 2, 

|P0(fi)| < C(C, p,Hl9...9 Hk)\\u\\p, uGL1 C) LP(G). 
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